Pruning is one of the most important tree fruit production activities, which is highly 8 dependent on human labor. Skilled labor is in short supply, and the increasing cost of labor is 9 becoming a big issue for the tree fruit industry. Growers are motivated to seek mechanical or 10 robotic solutions for reducing the amount of hand labor required for pruning. This paper reviews 11 the research and development of sensing and automated systems for branch pruning for tree fruit 12 production. Horticultural advancements, pruning strategies, 3D structure reconstruction of tree 13 branches, as well as practice mechanisms or robotics are some of the developments that need to 14 be addressed for an effective tree branch pruning system. Our study summarizes the potential 15 opportunities for automatic pruning with machine-friendly modern tree architectures, previous 16 studies on sensor development, and efforts to develop and deploy mechanical/robotic systems for 17 automated branch pruning. We also describe two examples of qualified pruning strategies that 18 could potentially simplify the automated pruning decision and pruning end-effector design.
Introduction

23
The tree fruit industry is an important component in the U.S. agricultural sector, accounting for 26% ($11 24 billion) of all specialty crop production (USDA NASS, 2015). Presently, the majority of tree fruit crop either fruits or branches is presenting the promising opportunities for automation in tree fruit 41 production.
42
Dormant pruning of fruit trees refers to removing unproductive parts of trees, and is essential to 43 maintain overall tree health, control plant size, and increase fruit quality and marketable yield.
44
Presently, dormant pruning is still accomplished by field crews either using manual loppers or 45 powered shears. Pruning is the second largest labor expense for tree fruit field production behind 46 harvesting, accounting for 20% or more of total pre-harvest production cost (Gallardo et al., 47 solutions for pruning fruit trees are becoming essential. Non-selective mechanical pruning and 49 precise robotic pruning are solutions proposed to address these issues.
50
Mechanical pruning mainly referring to hedging is a non-selective process with a high rate of 51 throughput, which will usually require follow-up hand pruning (Sansavini, 1976) . Hedging has 52 been tried in the past as a supplement or replacement to selective hand pruning. Ferree and Lakso shown to be beneficial in creating higher light levels in the lower canopy (Ferree, 1984) .
58
Robotic pruning, which is a selective pruning with accurate cuts, typically cuts the branch by an 59 end-effector consisting of a cutting blade and anvil that uses a scissors motion (Lehnert, 2012) .
60
Before cutting, the challenge is to detect the targeted branches, and identify the pre-determined 61 cutting point. The location, orientation, and dimension of the branch are the critical information 62 for conducting accurate pruning. For cutting itself, it also requires a highly specific degree of 63 accuracy with respect to the placement of the end effector, the jaws of which must be 64 maneuvered into a position over the branch and perpendicular to branch orientation. This level of 65 specificity in the spatial placement of the end effector results in a complex set of maneuvers and 66 slows the pruning process, resulting in low efficiency. In the following sections, we will discuss 67 the horticultural advancement for automated pruning, the involved core technologies, the current 68 development of automated pruning, and the issues and challenges that remain in the procedure. Tree architecture is critical to the success of adopting automation in orchard production systems. for production and labor efficiency. Pruning strategies for fruit trees were mainly determined by certain rules that manage canopy 112 size and shape to improve the light distribution, with the primary goal of improved fruit quality.
113
Another goal for pruning is to remove a certain amount of flower buds to manage crop density The pruning rules proposed in this study are mainly for the trellis trained trees with horizontal 160 permanent branches, the removed part is from the twigs growing from the permanent horizontal identifying the twig length as well as the diameter would be essential.
171
Machine Vision Sensing for Branch Detection and Identification
172
Normally, the first step of automated pruning is to find tree branch and target the cutting location Lidar based machine vision systems have been mainly used for biomass mapping or individual University proposed a machine vision system with 3D camera to detect and identify tree Hedging is a non-selective mass pruning systems in which a cutting tool was run over rows in beneficial to those trees due to the less possibility of branch regrowth with simple tree structure.
267
Furthermore, automated hedging pruning with precise canopy size control could be considered 268 by estimating the canopy size/shape using sensors such as Lidar.
269
Robotic Pruning System
270
Robotic pruning is a selective pruning operation, which aims to mechanically prune the tree 271 branches at the same quality and level as human hands. Pruning for tree fruit crops is highly 272 labor intensive, but no work specific to automated pruning has been carried out in the past due to 
288
Even there is no actual machine developed for robotic pruning for tree fruit crops, a little 289 progress has been made in the development of robotics technology for pruning more complex 290 canopies such as apple and cherry trees. As we discussed earlier, most of the studies for robotic 291 fruit tree pruning focused on developing machine vision system for the branch identification and 292 reconstruction. While, a few studies focused on the robotic arm for simulation of pruning task an effective robotic pruner for tree fruit crops when the tree architecture is getting more uniform.
296
The challenges and solutions were discussed in the following section.
297
Discussion: Challenges and Solutions
298
As we discussed earlier, tree structures in modern orchard are getting much simpler by adopting 299 the intensive system. While even with these trees, the pruning task is still relative complex due to 300 the natural of biological system. For robotic pruning, the cuts on branches require high precision 301 with a cutting end-effector applied at the right locations and perpendicular to branch orientation.
302
A successful robotic pruning system would be considered as accurate, robust, fast, or even 303 inexpensive system. Therefore, the critical points for success of robotic pruning for fruit trees are maneuvering the end-effector).
307
To apply robotic pruning, firstly, the tree branch and cutting location need to be accurately consider, that normally no specific orientation was required for the end-effector to engage fruits.
334
For robotic pruning, the end-effector (cutter) needs not only to reach the right location, but also 335 to be placed perpendicularly to the branch. To be always perpendicular to the branch, and well as 336 using the parallel type robotic arm, the end-effector should be with adjustable orientation (He et   337 al., 2018, unpublished document). With this kind of end-effector, the cutter itself could be 
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